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1.) impuls . Festival 2023 . Concerts Program 

online … 
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By now this year´s daily impuls Festival program, running from 23.7.-3.8.2023 in various 

locations in Graz/Austria, is online, presenting formations such as Cantando Admont | Decoder 

Ensemble | Ensemble Schallfeld | hand werk | Klangforum Wien | NEKO3 | Quatuor Diotima | 

airborne extended | between feathers ensemble | strings&noise | Duo Schwing | Ex-Sentia 

Ensemble | IEMA-Ensemble 2022/23 | Kollektiv Unruhe | PPCM-Ensemble | VanProject and many 

more renowned as well as young musicians, vocalists and composers from more than 50 nations 

and five continents. The festival will see world premieres of composers such as Maurizio Azzan | 

Oren Boneh | Sachie Kobayashi | Anna Korsun | Loïc Destremau | Mauro Hertig | Georgia Koumará 

| Julian Siffert | Dmitri Kourliandski | Stylianos Dimou | Alex Paxton | Adrian Mocanu | Vincenza 

Cabizza + compositions by impuls Academy tutors, amongst others by Peter Ablinger | Malin Bång 

| Franck Bedrossian | Pierluigi Billone | Francesco Filidei | Beat Furrer | Clara Iannotta | Bernhard 

Lang | Klaus Lang | Katharina Rosenberger | François Sarhan | Nadir Vassena | Francesca Verunelli 

+ by many more young as well as internationally established composers such as Carola Bauckholt | 

Xavier Bonfill | Ole Hübner | Brian Ferneyhough | Michael Jarrell | Alexander Kaiser | Manuela 

Kerer | Hannes Kerschbaumer | Simon Løffler | Enno Poppe | Elena Rykova | Rebecca Saunders | 

Alexander Schubert | Simon Steen-Andersen | Manuel Zwerger to name a few .. 

 

>>> Further info on the impuls Festival 2023 . Concert Program 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.) impuls . Festival 2023 . Discourse Program 

online … 

 

 

Aside from concerts and other presentations, the impuls Festival holds a daily and rich variety of 

music communication and discourse programs, most of them open not only to close to 240 

international Academy participants, but also to Festival guest and the interested public. 

 

>>> Further info on the impuls Festival 2023 . Discourse Program 
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Many thanks to our Cooperation-Partners 2022/23 

 

 

    
 

 
Many thanks for supporting impuls 2022/23 

          
 

 
 
Many thanks for the support 2022/23 as well to 
 

    
 
 

Many thanks to our Partners 2022/23 
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With the support of the Creative Europe Programme of the European Union 
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